Abstract. Quantum Hoare Logic (QHL) was introduced in [36] to specify and reason about quantum programs. In this paper, we implement a theorem prover for QHL based on Isabelle/HOL. By applying the theorem prover, verifying a quantum program against a specification is transformed equivalently into an order relation between matrices. Due to the limitation of Isabelle/HOL, the calculation of the order relation is solved by calling an outside oracle written in Python. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first theorem prover for quantum programs. To demonstrate its power, the correctness of two well-known quantum algorithms, i.e., Grover Quantum Search and Quantum Phase Estimation (the key step in Shor's quantum algorithm of factoring in polynomial time) are proved using the theorem prover. These are the first mechanized proofs for both of them.
Introduction
Due to the rapid progress in quantum technology in the recent years, it is predicted practical quantum computer hardware can be built within 10-15 years. On the other hand, quite intensive research on quantum programming has been conducted in the last decade [10, 30, 32, 34] , as surveyed in [18, 33] . In particular, several quantum programming languages have been defined and their compilers have been implemented, including Quipper [2] , Scaffold [24] and Microsoft's LIQUi| > [15] . Several techniques, including model-checking, and tools have been developed for verification and analysis of quantum programs and quantum cryptographic protocols [19, 4, 5, 37] . Along this line, a few program logics and proof systems have been proposed to reason about the correctness of quantum programs [6, 12, 13, 16, 36] . A recent result of this direction is the Quantum Hoare Logic (QHL) [36] . It extends to the sequential quantum programs the FloydHoare-Naur inductive assertion methods -the dominant approach of proving the correctness of classical programs. QHL is proved to be (relatively) complete for both partial correctness and total correctness of quantum programs.
Like in the verification of classical programs, it is absolutely necessary to provide tool supports in the verification of quantum programs. This motivates us to implement a theorem prover for QHL to assist the user to mechanize the proofs of quantum programs with QHL. The contribution of the paper is twofold:
-We implement a theorem prover for reasoning about quantum programs based on QHL. The theorem prover is composed of two parts: a verification condition generator (VCG) in Isabelle/HOL, and an external oracle in Python aided for performing computations on matrices. The theoretical foundation of the VCG is the proof system of QHL for reasoning about quantum programs. In the implementation, we focus on the case of partial correctness for QHL, as the termination of most existing quantum algorithms can be proved by the specific techniques, such as [28] .
In detail, to implement the VCG, we embed the whole framework of QHL including the syntax, semantics and the proof system into Isabelle/HOL. In QHL, a specification for a quantum program S is written as {P re}S{P ost}, where precondition P re and postcondition P ost are Hermitian matrices (called observables in quantum physics). By applying the VCG, it is equivalently transformed to an Löwner order relation P re ⊑ P re ′ (i.e. P re ′ − P re is a positive semi-definite matrix) for some P re ′ . We implement an oracle in Python for deciding such order relations between matrices. By invoking two special packages Numpy and Sympy to do matrix computation, the oracle is able to check whether P re ⊑ P re ′ holds exactly and efficiently. Finally, the result is sent back to Isabelle/HOL and the proof is completed.
-To demonstrate the power of the theorem prover, the correctness of two well known quantum algorithms, i.e., Grover Quantum Search and Quantum Phase Estimation are proved using the prover. Grover Quantum Search provides a quadratic speedup for searching in a unsorted database. Quantum Phase Estimation is the key step in Shor's quantum algorithm of factoring in polynomial time, and it is also a crucial step in Harrow-Hassidim-Lloyd quantum algorithm for linear system of equations. This is the first time that the correctness of these two quantum algorithms is proved in a theorem prover.
Related work
In the literature, quite a few verification tools have been developed for quantum systems, but almost all of them target checking quantum communication protocols. For example, Nagarajan and Gay [29] modeled the BB84 protocol [9] in the classical CCS and verified its correctness by using the Concurrency Workbench of the New Century. Taking the probabilism arising from quantum measurements into account, the probabilistic model checker PRISM [25] is further used [21] to verify the correctness of several quantum protocols including BB84. Furthermore, Gay et al [19] and Papanikolaou [31] developed an automatic tool Quantum Model-Checker (QMC). QMC uses stabilizer formalism [22] for the modeling of systems, and the properties to be checked by QMC are expressed in QCTL (Quantum Computation Tree Logic) defined in [8, 7] . For a systematic exposition of the results in this research line, see [20] and [31] . More recently, Ardeshir-Larijani et al. [4, 5] presented a tool for verification of quantum protocols through equivalence checking. Boender et al. [11] proposed a framework for specifying and verifying quantum protocols using Coq. However, all of the tools mentioned above are inapplicable to verification for general quantum programs, as they are restricted to some special classes of quantum systems, e.g. those in the stabilizer formalisms. Recently, several specific techniques have been proposed to algorithmically check properties of quantum programs. In [37] , the Sharir-Pnueli-Hart method for proving probabilistic programs [35] has been generalised to quantum programs by exploiting the Schrödinger-Heisenberg duality between quantum states and observables. Termination analysis of nondeterministic and concurrent quantum programs [28] was carried out based on reachability analysis of quantum Markov decision processes [27, 38] . But up to now no tools have been developed to implement these techniques.
The mechanized theorem proving has made a significant progress in the certified verification of classical programs since 21st century. One of the most wellknown work is the CompCert C verified compiler back-end [26] , which is developed with the proof assistant Coq and is robust enough for building critical embedded softwares. Another work is the L4.verified project [17] , which establishes a mechanized proof of the correctness of the seL4 microkernel using the proof assistant Isabelle/HOL. Also using Isabelle/HOL, the Verisoft project [3] developed the formal verification from the application layer over the system level software in C language, down to the assembler and hardware. Recently, the verification of hybrid systems via interactive theorem proving has been studied. The theorem prover KeYmaera X [17] provides a mathematical correctness proof for hybrid programs consisting both the control program and the physical dynamics together. In our previous work [39] , we have developed an interactive theorem prover for reasoning about hybrid CSP [23] processes within Isabelle/HOL. We expect that theorem provers will play a crucial role in quantum computing, as they did in classical computing, with this paper as one of the first steps.
Preliminary
In this section, we briefly recall the basic concepts and results of quantum Hoare logic (QHL). We only introduce the proof system for partial correctness, since the rule loop total for total correctness is not implemented in our prover. The complete version of QHL can be found in [36] .
Quantum programs are formally defined by the following grammar:
where -q is a quantum variable which should be one of the two types Boolean and integer, and q is a finite sequence of distinct quantum variables, called a quantum register ;
-U is a unitary operator on the state (Hilbert) space H q of q; -In measure M [q] : S, M = {M m } is a quantum measurement on H q , and S = {S m } is a set of quantum programs such that each possible outcome m of the measurement corresponds to S m ;
In fact, such quantum programs can be regarded as quantum extensions of classical while-programs. The skip statement does nothing but terminates, which is as the same as in the classical case. The initialization statement sets quantum variable q to the basis state |0 and the statement of unitary transformation changes the state of q according to U , so both of them are quantum counterparts of the assignment statement in classical programming languages. The sequential composition is similar to its classical counterpart. The measurement statement is a quantum generalisation of the classical case statement:
The loop statement is also a quantum generalisation of classical loop "while b do S". Formally, the denotational semantics of a quantum program S is defined as a super-operator S (·), such that if the input state is ρ (a density matrix), then S (ρ) is the sum of output states (partial density operators) of terminating computations of S.
The correctness of a quantum program S is expressed by a quantum extension of the Hoare triple {P }S{Q}, where the precondition P and postcondition Q are formalized by Hermitian matrices or physical observables between zero and identity matrices, called quantum predicates [14] . The semantics of the partial correctness formulas is defined as follows:
for all quantum states ρ. Here S (·) represents the denotational semantics of S. The semantics of the total correctness formulas is defined similarly:
for all quantum states ρ. We note that they become the same when the quantum program S is terminating, i.e. tr( S (ρ)) = tr(ρ) for all quantum states ρ.
The proof system qPD for partial correctness of quantum programs is given in Fig. 1 . The soundness and (relative) completeness of qPD has been proved in [36] . Theorem 1. The proof system qPD is sound and (relative) complete, for partial correctness of quantum programs.
The concept of quantum weakest liberal precondition is very helpful for implementation of qPD. Formally, the weakest liberal precondition of a quantum program S with respect to a quantum predicate P , denoted by wlp.S.P , is the weakest quantum predicate Q satisfying |= par {Q}S{P }. It follows immediately from the semantics of correctness formula that wlp.S.P = I − S * (I − P ), where 
for all n ≥ 0 I is the identity operator in the state (Hilbert) space of all quantum variables, and stands for the greatest lower bound of quantum predicates according to the Löwner partial order ⊑. The idea of proving correctness of a quantum program: To prove a correctness formula {P }S{Q}, we start from the postcondition Q (a Hermitian matrix) and try to compute the weakest liberal precondition (also a Hermitian matrix) for each statement S i within S, which can be easily done according to the rules provided above if S i is not the loop statement. However, when S i is a loop statement, the computation rule of wlp cannot be directly followed. In this case, we will find a invariant R of the loop body, then the precondition can be chosen as
At last, we obtain a precondition P ′ (a Hermitian matrix) at the beginning of the program, and it suffices to prove that P ⊑ P ′ . As one can imagine, the computation in such a proof is much harder than the proof of a classical program due to the involved matrix manipulations.
Implementation
In this section, we first give an overview of the theorem prover for QHL, and then explain the details of its implementation including the mechanization of QHL in Isabelle/HOL and the external oracle in Python for deciding the order of matrices.
The Architecture in a Nutshell
The theoretical foundation of the theorem prover is the proof system of QHL introduced in the previous section. It is composed of two parts: a verification condition generator for quantum programs in Isabelle/HOL at the frontend, and an external oracle in Python aided for calculation at the backend. Unlike the theorem prover for classical Hoare logic, QHL prover tends to do a lot of computations, especially matrix operations. So the oracle is a calculation module out of Isabelle/HOL designed for performing all the operations over matrices.
First of all, the prover reads a quantum specification, including a quantum program S and two quantum predicates P and Q (Hermitian operators) for describing the precondition (i.e. input state) and the postcondition (i.e. output state) respectively. The specification is encoded in the syntax we have defined in Isabelle/HOL, and especially, the operators (matrices) in a program are identified by some symbols, like P, Q, R and whatever you want, while the concrete matrices will be recorded in a .txt file outside the Isabelle/HOL to be used in the calculation later. By applying the verification condition generator, we obtain an order relation P ⊑ P ′ , where P is the given precondition, and P ′ is the precondition of S with respect to the postcondition Q deduced based on QHL. All the left is to decide whether P ⊑ P ′ holds (i.e. P ′ − P is positive semi-definite), which is done by the oracle developed outside Isabelle/HOL. The oracle receives a string parsed in ML that corresponds to the order relation, and a file named "param.txt" providing the concrete matrices of the quantum program corresponding to the abstract matrix symbols in Isabelle/HOL as input, and returns the result "Yes" or "No" as output. This result will then be passed back to Isabelle/HOL to complete the proving.
In a nutshell, the main idea is to record the process of deducing the order relation in Isabelle/HOL and compute the relation all at one time by an oracle outside. This is a bit like what the Apache Spark, a fast and general-purpose cluster computing system, does.
Mechanization in Isabelle/HOL
Isabelle/HOL is a proof assistant for Higher-Order Logic (HOL). It supports functional modeling of systems and formulation of properties by providing datatypes, functions, and formulas. Isabelle/HOL enables the proof by induction directly. Besudes a set of rules and methods for classical reasoning, it also includes some high-level proof tactics, for example, the tool sledgehammer, which is a certified integration of third-party automated theorem provers and SMT solvers. To mechanize QHL in Isabelle/HOL, we need to embed the whole logic framework including the syntax, semantics and proof system.
The matrices and matrix calculations are extensively involved in the deductive reasoning of QHL. Due to the limited support for operations over matrices in Isabelle/HOL, we declare a new type Mat to represent matrices and define its meaning by a set of axioms. This is discouraged in Isabelle/HOL, but considering the tradeoff between proof soundness and efficiency, we allow two kinds of axioms:
-the basic properties of matrices, such as (A + B)C = AC + BC, tr(AB) = tr(BA), etc; -the Knaster-Tarski fixpoint theorem.
Based on type Mat, the syntax of quantum programs is represented as a datatype com as follows: besides the last one, each of which corresponds to the respective quantum construct presented in Sec. 2. While_n is defined for the purpose of the verification of the while loop While. For simplicity, for each variable in the quantum program, we assign a unique number to represent it in the implementation. Encoding: For initialization q i := 0, q i can be of type Boolean or integer, in the implementation, we use the size of the state space of the variable to mark the different type. For instance, if q i is Boolean, then q i := 0 is encoded as Init [1, 2] k, k for the number corresponding to the variable. q := U q is encoded as Utrans U n, where n denotes the number corresponding to the register q. S 1 ; S 2 is encoded as S_1; S_2, for which S_i for i = 1, 2 corresponds to the encoding of S i resp. measure M [q] : S is encoded as where n denotes the length of S, also of q, Q_i for i = 0, ..., n-1 is introduced for the purpose of verification. At last, the loop while M [q] = 1 do S is encoded as While M_0 M_1 S Q, where [M_0, M_1] represents M , Q is the loop invariant introduced for verification purpose.
Given a statement S and a matrix P, the recursive function denoFun S P defines the denotational semantics of S, i.e. the encoding of S (P ) exactly. Meanwhile, given a statement S and a matrix Q, the function wlp Q S defines the weakest liberal precondition of S with respect to Q, i.e. the encoding of wlp.S.Q exactly. Based on the semantics, given a statement S and two matrices P and Q, valid P S Q is implemented to represent a valid Hoare triple.
Soundness: In [36] , two forms of proof systems of QHL are presented, one is structural as presented in Fig. 1 , and the other one is based on weakest liberal precondition. We have proved that both are sound with respect to the denotational semantics. As an illustration, we have proved the following lemma stating the soundness of the rule for unitary transformation:
lemma Utrans: valid (mat mult (mat mult (dag U) P) U) (Utrans U n) P and for the weakest liberal precondition, we have proved a lemma stating the validity of all the cases as a whole:
valid (wlp Q S) S Q
Besides the lemmas corresponding to the inference rules specific to each quantum construct, we also prove the following order rule applicable for all constructs:
lemma Order: less P P1 ⇒valid P1 S Q1 ⇒less Q1 Q ⇒valid P S Q where less P P1 represents P ⊑ P 1, i.e. P 1 − P is positive. At last, we get the rule ord wlp which combines the rules Order and WLPsound above: lemma ord wlp: less P (wlp Q S) ⇒valid P S Q All the above lemmas constitute a verification condition generator of QHL.
We can intuitively understand the process of proof as follows: if user wants to prove valid pre example post, where pre and post are the pre-/post-matrices, and example is the quantum program, then by applying the verification condition generator, valid pre example post is finally reduced to an order relation less pre pre', where pre' represents the deduced precondition of example with respect to post. In fact, if example does not contain the while statement, pre' will be exactly the weakest liberal precondition of example with respect to post, i.e. wlp post example. However, the precondition of a while statement with respect to a given postcondition is defined by using the annotated loop invariant, thus it is not the weakest. Finally, the relation will then be proved by calling an external oracle, which will be explained subsequently.
Oracle in Python
Python [1] is an object-oriented programming language, which provides an interpreter so that prototyping a system to be developed is supported by the dynamic development environment. Thus, Python supports agile software engineering, and becomes very popular now. In addition, scientific computing can be easily coped with by Python with the two packages Numpy and Sympy. Numpy is used for numerical computation, which contains most of the operations over matrices, and Sympy is used for conducting symbolic computation. Here we combine the symbolic computation of Sympy and matrix operations of Numpy to conduct symbolic matrix computation.
As mentioned above, the lemma to be proved valid pre example post is reduced to an order relation less pre pre'. Thus, the left is to check whether pre'-pre is positive. The precondition pre' is deduced based on the inference system of QHL, and it is not a real matrix but just a long term in Isabelle/HOL representing a matrix. The term must be transformed into a string first and then be passed to Python, which is done by a parser module written in ML. The computing module that is developed with Numpy and Sympy packages in Python then receives the string, and a file named "param.txt" providing the concrete matrices of the quantum program that correspond to those matrix symbols in Isabelle/HOL, as input, and returns the result "Yes" or "No" as output, which is passed back to Isabelle/HOL to complete the proof.
When computing the matrix corresponding to the term pre' by using the oracle, we must pay attention to a key point as follows. The calculation is in the Hilbert space, and the state space of a quantum system is the tensor product of the state spaces of the variables which we also call components. Suppose there is a quantum program where there are n boolean variables q 0 , q 1 · · · , q n−1 , the state space is
If there is a program statement, e.g. q i = U q i , and its post condition is Q, then we can get the weakest libral precondition
So when recording the calculation process, we must consider the order of variables which is quite different from that of classical program. This is also the main reason why we use numbers to represent the quantum variables in the syntax encoding.
Applications
In this section, in order to demonstrate the power of the QHL prover, we prove the correctness of two well-known quantum algorithms, i.e., Grover Quantum Search and Quantum Phase Estimation with the latter being the key step in Shor's quantum algorithm of factoring in polynomial time and a crucial step in Harrow-Hassidim-Lloyd quantum algorithm for linear systems of equations. To the best of our knowledge, these are the first mechanical proofs for both of them.
Grover Quantum Algorithm
The Quantum Grover Algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1, for which especially the right part gives the encoding of the algorithm in Isabelle/HOL. The search problem can be explained as follows: Suppose the search space consists of N elements, indexed by numbers 0, 1, · · · , N − 1, and there are exactly M solutions among the N elements for 1 ≤ M ≤ N 2 . In Algorithm 1, we assume N = 2 n , so the elements of the search space can be stored in n qubits, that is q 0 , q 1 , · · · , q n−1 . The O in the loop body D is an oracle, that can be considered as a black box with the ability to recognize solutions to the search problem; and Ph is an operator preforming a condition phase shift. H is a Hadamard operator. We write q for the quantum register consisting of q 0 , q 1 , · · · , q n−1 . The variable r is introduced to count the number of iterations of the Grover operator. The measurement M = {M 0 , M 1 } in the loop is given as follows:
in which R is the number of iterations of the algorithm and its calculation is omitted here. The loop body is given in Sub-algorithm 1. In the measurement statement, N = {N t = |t t| : t ∈ {0, 1} n } is the measurement in the computational basis of n qubits, and all elements in S are skip, that is, S = {S t ≡ Skip : t ∈ {0, 1} n }. p succ is the probability with which the algorithm will achieve a success. I qi (t = 0, 1, · · · , n−1) and I q are the identity operators on H 2 (the 2-dimensional Hilbert space, i.e. the state space of qubit or a quantum variable of type Boolean); and I r is the identity operator on H ∞ (the infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, i.e. the state space of a quantum variable of type integer).
Algorithm 1 Quantum Grover Search
To avoid too complicated calculation, we show the case of N = 4 (i.e. n = 2) and M = 1. The more general cases can be handled similarly, but the computational complexity may increase exponentially with the growth of n, and moreover, the input of matrices would be quite troublesome. This is the bottleneck that we verify quantum programs using classical computers. In the case for N = 4, there is a unique solution, say s, so we can get P = |s q s| ⊗ I q ⊗ I r . It is not difficult to prove p succ = 1. Thus, we need to prove valid { I } Grover { P }, which is equivalently transformed to I ⊑ P' by applying vcg, where P' is the deduced precondition of Grover with respect to P. In detail, the order relation I ⊑ P' corresponds to the following term in Isabelle/HOL: basic . less I (matsum q0 0 (matsum q1 (Suc 0) (matsum q 2 (matsum r 3 (matUtrans Delta 2 (matUtrans H 0 (matUtrans H (Suc 0) (matUtrans H 2 (fixpoint wlp M0 M1 C Q (mat add (mat mult (mat mult (dag N0) P) N0) (mat add (mat mult (mat mult (dag N1) P) N1) (mat add (mat mult (mat mult (dag N2) P) N2) (mat add (mat mult (mat mult (dag N3) P) N3) zero) ))))))))))))
where matsum q i P = A †P A,
for the case when i = 2, and the other cases of i = 0, 1, 3 can be defined likewise; and mat_add A B and mat_mult A B stand for the addition and multiplication of matrices resp. The parameters H and Delta (i.e. σ x in the source code), etc. are of type Mat, whose concrete values are given in a text file named "param.txt". By applying quantum_oracle, the order relation is decided, and after the result is returned to Isabelle/HOL, the proof is completed. But the loop invariant of the while-loop body must be provided manually during the verification, because there has not been any work on synthesizing invariants for quantum programs available at this moment.
Quantum Phase Estimation
The other example is the so-called quantum phase estimation, the core of Shor's algorithm as described in Algorithm 2. The quantum phase estimation algorithm also plays a key role in other interesting problems such as the order-finding problem. The aim of the quantum phase estimation algorithm is to find the approximation of the eigenvalues of a unitary operator under certain circumstances. Suppose a unitary operator U has an eigenvector |u with eigenvalue e 2πiϕ , where the value of ϕ is unknown. The goal is to estimate ϕ. The quantum phase estimation procedure is not a complete quantum algorithm itself but a kind of 'subroutine' or 'module'. So to perform the estimation we assume that we have available black boxes capable of preparing the state |u and performing the controlled-U 2 j , for suitable non-negative integers j. The procedure uses two registers. The first register contains n qubits initially in the state |0 . The choosing of n depends on the number of digits of accuracy we wish to have in our estimation for ϕ, and the probability we wish with the quantum phase estimation procedure to be successful. Also, for simplicity, we choose n = 2. The second register q in the program begins in the state |u , and contains as many qubits as necessary to store |u .
As presented in Algorithm 2, Phase estimation is performed in two stages. First, we perform quantum Fourier transformation on the first register and controlled-U operations on the second register, with U raised to successive powers of two. The final state of the first register after a tedious calculation becomes: 1 2 n/2 |0 + e 
Supposing ϕ is expressed exactly in n bits, as ϕ = 0.ϕ 1 · · · ϕ n , then the state 1 may be rewritten 1 2 n/2 |0 + e 2πi0.ϕn |1 |0 + e 2πi0.ϕn−1ϕt |1 · · · |0 + e 2πi0.ϕ1ϕ2···ϕn |1
So the second stage is to apply the inverse quantum Fourier transform on the first register and then to read out the state of the first register by doing a measurement in the computational basis which can gives us ϕ exactly. It is easy to see that the precondition can be written as :
I qi ⊗ |u u| and the postcondition:
generation of quantum programs is available, therefore we have to provide an invariant manually during the verification using the prover. So, it is certainly of significance to investigate the problem of invariant generation of quantum programs. Besides, it deserves to consider the total correctness of quantum programs, and therefore the termination problem, although some work has been done [28, 27] . In addition, it is expected to improve the automation of the QHL prover to ease the user.
